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not treated of the well-known typhoid perichondritis, where laryngo-hssure
has no object, but of the typhoid subglottic hypertrophic forms. Typhoid
could only be regarded as a specific agent, which, like rhinoscleroma,
could give rise to specific infiltration.
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A NEW ACOUMETER.

By Dr. LEVY (Hagenau).

Gentlemen,—The physiologist Carl Vicrordt, in his work on sound
perceptions, finds fault with ear specialists for making use of such unsatis-
factory methods as the ear and the voice in estimating perceptions of
hearing. He constructed a phonometer for physiological investigation,
the principle of which consists in dropping small shot on a zinc plate, the
height from which they fall varying, and accordingly the intensity of the
sound produced by the fall. For the purpose of measuring our delicate
hearing perceptions, however, Vierordt's phonometer is unsuitable foi
many reasons. The intensity increases rapidly with the slightest alteia-
tions in the height from which the shot begins to fall, and the differences
must be read off by means of a lens, (i) Besides, it is very difficult to
procure shot absolutely alike in form. The experiment cannot be con-
tinued for any length of time with the same ear without interruption, it
being necessary that the ear should first get accustomed to the perception.
Finally, when a solid body falls upon a plate and remains on it for some
time, alterations in the intensity take place as long as the noise continues.

Four years ago, when working in investigations of criminal patholog),
wishing to experiment on the hearing of criminals, I constructed--Du

without knowledge of Vierordt's phonometer—this acoumeter, which is
arranged for the practical and most convenient examination possible o
a great number of people, and which should give the most exaĉ
comparative figures possible. With regard to the apparatus which ou
master A. Politzer presented to us, it would have been difficult to get
exact distance of the phonometer from the ear under examination, an
also the variations of normal distance of hearing would have been
small.

In the case of my apparatus, a drop of water weighing one decigtami
falls on an inclined metal plate, from which it runs off at once,
metal plate rests on felt, which immediately damps the sound, so that vvi
medium intensity not the slightest indication of a " tonv is given,
drop falls from a vessel which can be moved up and down a gradua
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rod. With this instrument the ratio of amount of sound to average
strength is fairly exact : that is, the rapidity of outflow is proportionate to
the height of fall. (With Yierordt's phonometer the sound is rather pro-
portionate to the root of the height of the fall, which also complicates the
investigation.) The ear under examination is placed against this movable
window, which is padded all round, the distance of which, from the point
where the drop falls, being in most cases 25 centimiHres. (In high degrees
of deafness, the distance is lessened to 3 centimetres.) The height of the
fall can be increased to 40 centimetres. Conduction through the bones is
excluded by means of damping on the under surface of the plate and also
the resonance, which is of importance.

A good ear up to the age of fifteen can hear at 50-60 mill. In
adults very good hearing can perceive the sound at 60-80 ft. From
iorty years upwards hearing decreases, and a man of sixty averages
only 100-120, with otherwise a quite normal auditory organ. Between
120-200 there is slight deafness, and from 200-300 medium deafness.

In practice the instrument has this advantage that it can also show
considerable differences in higher degrees of deafness, and further that
it indicates the effect of therapeutic measures when these are not
pronounced.

In making the examination a considerable strength is employed at
hrst, and then gradually reduced to the utmost limit, when the sound
can only just be perceived.

Two drops in a second are allowed to flow out ; it is important to
bear this in mind, because if the drops run out rapidly the sounds are
heard more easily ; if too rapidly, on the other hand, after-perceptions
arise.

The height of the outflow in the vessel can be read upon the graduated
rod. The variations on different days are extremely slight in normal
hearing.

I need hardly say that this instrument only applies to sounds trans-
mitted through the air.

I have made about six thousand examinations with the instrument, of
which more than three thousand were with school children.

The instrument can be had at a moderate price from Mayer, instru-
ment maker, in Strasburg, and will cost about forty marks.

DEMONSTRATION ON THE NASAL SINUSES.

By Prof. COZZOLINO (Naples).

rrof. COZZOLINO showed a photographic atlas for the study of the
omy of the accessory cavities of the nose, and a comprehensive set

instruments adapted for the carrying out of the surgical methods
requisite for their treatment.


